
ON VIRGINIA WOOLFS PROFESSION FOR WOMEN ESSAY

Virginia Woolf began to write her new book: â€œTHE PARGITERS: An. Essay based upon a paper read to the
London/National Society for women's service.

To simply discuss the extent of her unique style, however, is to overlook the role of tradition in her creation of
a new literary identity. Does the Angel encompass legitimate ideals for women, or is it even possible for a
woman to be an Angel of the House? It feels like women had to hold their tongue and stay insulated in
stillness, so the truth would not emerge from within. This conveys that Woolf felt pressured and mentally
spitting out disgust. Woolf adopted an urgent and motherly tone in order to reach her female audience in
during her speech and in response her audience gathered Woolf had something to say and she commanded to
be heard. Woolf symbolically destroyed the Angel. What else could they aspire to except to be a good
homemaker? It made me think about myself, as a woman, and the problems I face during the path to success.
This firmly announces that it is possible, it is known to be that a woman can be her own person, she can
support herself, and she can survive without a man. Woolf recognizes that, to one degree or another, women
have bought into that philosophy and that the only way for her or any woman to succeed as a literary critic was
to kill that mindset. Dalloway that the character development and complexity of the female characters of the
story are concentrated on far more than their male counterparts. Man's greatest advantages over woman would
be their chances and opportunities to succeed and the chance to express themselves. The writer had to battle
with that phantom before she could start reviewing books. Since, Woolf was not employed in the past before
she became a writer, it makes you think about her credibility. Although she was a woman, Woolf became a
significant figure in London literature society and a member of the Bloomsbury Group. Woolf uses fantastical
imagery to describe the Angel, as stated previously, so one could question the humanly qualities of such a
phantom. The only way for the character to be able to write honestly about novels written by men was to kill
the "Angel in the House", to get rid of this submissive image of a woman who never disputes anything, and
goes along with everything. She believes in the necessity of destroying what she calls "The Angel in the
House". Women and writing seemed harmless enough, even in times of male dominated literature, for as
Woolf put it herself: "Writing was a reputable and harmless occupation. This is the image of what true woman
is from another perspective. Woolf adopted an urgent and motherly tone in order to reach her female audience
in during her speech and in response her audience gathered


